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Keeping a well maintained dog not only attracts everyoneâ€™s attention but even makes you feel happy
when someone asks you regarding your dogâ€™s grooming. It might not be possible for every dog lover
to take their pet to salons for a perfect groomed look. So you can opt for dog hair dryers which come
at a much affordable cost. The stand type of these dryers available in market has an elongated arm
which positions the dryer just beside the grooming table making it easier for you to access all
around the dog.

All you need is to simply cover the grooming table with a soft cushioned towel making sure that your
pet will be comfortable during the grooming process. As your dog may behave arrogantly to the
noise of the dryer hence turning the dryer away from the dog will help it to slowly accustom with the
motor noise. Set the dryer at low heat setting or better without heat initially. Start the heating
gradually with the grooming process if you feel necessary..

If you are using the high heat mode you need to pay special attention and care while grooming. You
need to stay with your pet for the entire time till you are using this mode. Moving the dog hair dryers
nozzle all around the dogâ€™s fur and skin can yield better results. You can determine how long you
can keep the nozzle in one particular place on your dog simply by placing your hand beneath the
dryer so that your dog does not feels uncomfortable.

Special attention and care must be exercised when using these grooming dryers especially near the
soft areas of the dog including eyes, ears and nose. The air flow will dry and is liable to cause
irritation in these areas..
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James - About Author:
For more information on a dog hair dryers, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a dog hair dryer!
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